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Yo!

@bramus https://www.bram.usBram(us) Van Damme

Hi, I’m Bramus. 

(yes, people do still blog)



All work, no and play

#ikdoeict Small Town Heroes

I’m a former lecturer Web & Mobile, now into breaking builds at Small Town Heroes

I’m a former lecturer Web & Mobile at Odisee (Ghent, Belgium) and recently 
have switched jobs. Now I’m into breaking builds at Small Town Heroes.



Small Town Heroes is a company that builds apps sharing a main theme: 
they are linked to a TV broadcaster and/or a TV show.

For example STH has published apps for Blokken, De Ridder, De Mol (NL), 
and most recently Ketnet (Ketnet Junior).



The coolest part of the apps built is that they are powered by an (online) 
backend which defines the content to be shown. For Ketnet Junior for 
example new content is queued each Sunday (when Ketnet King Size is on 
air).

Why am I telling you this? Well one of the apps I’m about to show you has 
benefited from these already built apps.



This talk is not about learning Ionic

← This book is

https://www.packtpub.com/application-development/learning-ionic
  

(disclaimer: I was lead tech reviewer for this book)

Be ye warned though: this talk is not about learning Ionic. You can check 
that out online, or read a book such as this one.

I would recommend this book. I know what’s in it as I was the lead technical 
reviewer on it (and no, I don’t earn anything from this).



EV-Point
(3RDS)

De allesweter
(Small Town Heroes)

This talk is about these two Ionic apps I built
Then what is this talk about? Well, it’s about these two apps that I have built: 
how I rolled into it, and what I have learned along they way.

The first app is one named “EV-Point” which I created using my freelance 
moniker 3RDS.

The second - and a more recent one - is named “De allesweter” which I 
created as an employee of Small Town Heroes.

More on these later.
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The formal title of this is talk “Hybrid apps with Ionic Framework” … (next 
slide)
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HYBRID APPS WITH
IONIC FRAMEWORK 

… but that’s not 100% correct. It could’ve been named differently … (next 
slide)
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… such as “How I fell in love with Ionic” (yes, I know, that’s quit a grand 
feeling to express for a piece of technology) … (next slide)
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… or it could have been easily named “How Ionic might not work for you”.

As always: your mileage may vary. A quote that I’m quite fond of comes to 
mind … (next slide)



https://adactio.com/journal/4437

If you’re looking for the more honest, truthful 
answer to pretty much any question on web 

design and usability, here it is:

It depends.

It Depends (TM)



EV-Point
(3RDS)

So, let’s dive in. I’ll show you the EV-Point app first.

EV-Point is a company that is building a network for chargepoints for 
electric vehicles. Throughout Belgium they are installing connected 
chargepoints: you drive your car up to such a chargepoint, plug your car into 
it, and then start charging your card by swiping your EV-Pass in front of it. 
One thing that you must know is that he chargepoints are connected: for 
each swipe, charge, etc. a call is made to a server to verify everything that is 
happening.

The app I’m about to show you is an extra service to their customers. It 
allows one:
- to locate chargepoints
- to see the status of chargepoint
- to start/stop a charge (if logged in using OAuth)
- see their charge history (if logged in using OAuth)



Video not playing? https://youtu.be/4AhOKtXowgs Online video: https://youtu.be/4AhOKtXowgs

So here is the app in action. It contains a few typical components that you 
might recognize:

- a list
- with pull to refresh
- that links to detail views
- with animations in between going back and forth through the 

history
- tabs

- with highlighting of the active
- with a history state per tab

- modals
- with slide-in transitions

- alerts
- with a backdrop
- with a dismiss button

- …



App development time?

(from no code to working prototype in Simulator)

Now, a question for you: how long do you think it took me to create this 
app?



App development time?

(from no code to working prototype in Simulator)

Beware though: I’m talking about a prototype of the app, not the final app 
you saw just now (yet the prototype did hold most of the interactions)



App development time?

(from no code to working prototype in Simulator)

Beware, continued: I’m talking about running it in the simulator, not on an 
actual device (because that will take more time)

Also note: the API powering it all already existed



Here’s a hint:
Here’s a hint. 

Yes, that’s me … no, just kidding. It’s Jack Bauer from 24. It was a show in 
which he beat the bad guys up in just 24 hours.



App development time

(in hours)

And that’s also the answer to my question: it took 24 hours from no app to 
working prototype.



Let’s do the math
But let’s do the math behind that, because there were a few things that 
helped me speed up the development process.

Also, truth be told: I developed said prototype during a weekend my kids 
were at their mother’s place … so I had no distractions whatsoever and 
could stay into the zone for as long as I wanted to (which I did. “Suddenly” 
the sun was rising and it was 6AM already ;-))



Apache Cordova

https://cordova.apache.org/

The first aspect that helped limit development time is the fact that hybrid 
apps run on mobile devices using Cordova. It’s a thing which allows you to 
create apps using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript (which is the whole point of 
Hybrid Apps) *and* it supports Android, iOS, etc.



→ If you know HTML/CSS/JavaScript, you know how to build a mobile app

Apache Cordova
As I already know HTML, CSS, and JavaScript I felt like Lex Murphy in Jurassic 
Park … “I know this!”



AngularJS

https://angularjs.org/

Another aspect that helped me out is the fact that the components contained 
in Ionic are built on top of AngularJS



→ If you know AngularJS, you know how Ionic works

AngularJS
Having fiddled around with Angular before I was getting closer and closer 
into the system



Ionic = Framework (with documentation)

http://ionicframework.com/docs/

As a third and final thing: Ionic is a framework that is well documented. So if 
you know the underlying tech (HTML, CSS, JS (Angular)) — which I do — and 
can read … (next slide)



→ If you can read, you know Ionic

Ionic = Framework (with documentation)
… you are in! “Rebooting system, opening the gates.” *BOOM*



→ If you can read, you know Ionic

Pff, Frameworks!?

https://aerotwist.com/blog/the-cost-of-frameworks/

Now, I can hear you thinking … “Pff, frameworks?!”.

I know, frameworks can be a burden (especially if you want to color outside 
of the lines set out by it), but there’s one very interesting aspect about them: 
(next slide)



→ If you can read, you know Ionic

Pff, Frameworks!?

“Frameworks make it quicker 
to build an MVP”

The allow you to quickly build a Minimal Viable Product (= the very essence 
of your app)



And yes, if you want to be Jack Bauer and build an MVP in 24 hours you’ll 
need a framework. In Ionic’s case for example I need to worry about tabs or 
the history stack or animations: the framework provides it for me.



Do note that there are multiple seasons of 24 … to get to your final app, it’ll 
take you several sets of 24 hours.
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So, how exactly did Ionic help me out during my 24 hours?



Ionic CLI > Cordova CLI

→ Ionic CLI augments Cordova CLI

• cordova platform add|rm ios|android
• cordova plugin add X
• cordova emulate ios|android
• cordova build ios|android
• cordova run ios|android
• cordova prepare ios|android

• ionic serve
• ionic resources
• ionic emulate ios|android -l -c
• ionic …

Cordova Functions Ionic Functions

Cordova ships with a binary to work with your project. The Ionic binary 
provides all functionality that the Cordova CLI provides, along with a few 
extras.

- `ionic serve` for example (see next slide) will serve your project over 
HTTP, with livereload.

- `ionic emulate ios` for example has extra switches such as `-l` (= 
livereload) and `-c` (= log all console.log()s on the shell)



Ionic CLI: ionic serve

$	  ionic	  serve

← with livereload

Here’s `ionic serve` for example. Yes, you’re “just” making a website. We 
know this!



→ If you know HTML/CSS/JavaScript, you know how to build a mobile app

Ionic CLI: ionic serve
Here’s `ionic serve` for example. Yes, you’re “just” making a website. We 
know this!



Ionic = CSS Framework

http://ionicframework.com/docs/components/

One part of Ionic is that it is a CSS framework. If you want form for example, 
just go to the website and copy-paste the appropriate snippet. Same for 
tabs, modals, sidemenus, lists, …



Ionic = CSS Framework

Cross-Platform CSS, yay!

The CSS provided by Ionic is cross-platform. Tabs for example are different 
on iOS and Android. Ionic has you covered.



Ionic = JavaScript Components

Ionic Component = Angular directive + behavior (+ Angular delegate)

So you have the CSS to make a list, but that doesn’t make it a list just yet. A 
list also has behavior: elastic scrolling, swiping over items can reveal a 
menu, etc. 

This is the other aspect of Ionic that gets me excited: it ships with a lot of 
components that you can use. A component typically consists out of a 
directive (= custom HTML tag you can use) and a controller for it.

Sometimes a delegate is also provided. You can use that delegate to control 
an instance of - for example - a sidemenu from your code.



Bootstrapitis?

http://www.novolume.co.uk/blog/all-websites-look-the-same/

I can hear some of you thinking right now: “Okay, it quickly gets you to an 
MVP but all apps built with Ionic must look the same. We have seen (and still 
see) the same thing happening with Bootstrap: all websites have a grand 
image on top, and then a three column layout underneath that. All with the 
same colors and stuff.”

Right?

Not really. Let me show you the app we at Small Town Heroes created for 
“De allesweter”.



De allesweter
(Small Town Heroes)

“De allesweter” is a TV show on national television (één). The show is a quiz 
with Lieven Scheire as the host. There’s a panel of 4 famous Belgians to 
which he asks questions. All 4 of them have an earpiece, yet one of them 
gets all answers to each question whispered in his ear. The goal of the show 
is for a 5th famous belgian (known as “De leugendetector”) to detect which 
of the 4 is “De allesweter”. In the show the audience can also vote.

The app is a combination of a chat app (between you and your friends, with 
extra content pushed in by the broadcaster himself) and a voting app 
(allowing you to vote on who you thing “De allesweter” is).



← Designed by

Video not playing? https://youtu.be/gtSxQ9E9jVA Online video: https://youtu.be/gtSxQ9E9jVA

Here’s the app in action. You can log in using Facebook or your VRT 
account. Once logged in you get to see a read-only stream with content 
being pushed in by the broadcaster. Using the vote button a modal slides 
up, allowing you to vote.

The app also sports a few badges you can earn. If your suspission was right, 
or wrong, or a few times after each other right/wrong, etc. you can earn 
badges. Badges are awarded at the end of each show.

As a user you can create a chat group. Inviting your friends (who also have 
the app installed) is also possible, or you can - alternatively - share the link 
with them. Once a group has been created it’s a typical chat app: messages 
get pushed (using websockets) to all users who are active in the channel.

Once the show starts, messages by the broadcaster get pushed in. We 
support various message types: alerts, text (from “De allesweter” or “De 
leugendetector”), images, videos, “vote now” (interactive message in which 
you can vote), and “current results. The messages the broadcaster sends are 
queued via an admin website created especially for them.

(As an extra we also support a “prerendered” message to allow us to push 
prerendered HTML to the client. That way we don’t need to update the app 
(which takes a while) before getting new things in)

Now, as you can see this app does not look like an Ionic app at all. That’s 
thanks to the awesome design work by Lensco which he did for us.

In case you’re wondering: it took us 6 weeks with 3 to 4 people (not all of us 
worked fulltime on it) to build this app. Most of the work was the app itself, 
as we already had experience (read: code to implement) things such as 
logging in using your VRT account, sending push notifications from the 
backend, sending out timed messages, integrating with pusher, distributing 
our app, etc.



That CSS must be broken on older devices!?

https://crosswalk-project.org/

I can hear some of you thinking: “That CSS must be broken on older 
androids!?”. In fact, it’s not. And if it were there’s always Crosswalk one can 
implement (on Android): it’s a standalone Chromium rendering engine you 
can plug into your app.



How can I access native functions?

https://cordova.apache.org/plugins/

In the video of “De allesweter” you saw that we access some native 
functionality, such as the native share dialog we pop up. That’s possible 
thanks to Cordova Plugins.

All plugins exist of a tad of native code (for iOS, Android, etc.) and a tad of 
JavaScript that link your code to the native code. The magic function inside 
that tad of JavaScript is `cordova.exec()` (which you don’t need to call 
directly, you call the function provided by that tad of JS)



Example: online/offline
var onOnline = function() {

$rootScope.connectionState = 'online';
}

var onOffline = function() {
$rootScope.connectionState = 'offline';

}

// To trigger these manually:
// - window.dispatchEvent(new CustomEvent("online"));
// - window.dispatchEvent(new CustomEvent("offline"));
if (window.cordova) {

document.addEventListener('online', onOnline, false);
document.addEventListener('offline', onOffline, false);

} else {
window.addEventListener && window.addEventListener('online', onOnline);
window.addEventListener && window.addEventListener('offline', onOffline);

}

https://github.com/apache/cordova-plugin-network-information

Video not playing? https://youtu.be/duVbYspZtFY Online Video: https://youtu.be/duVbYspZtFY

For example on Android there’s no window.onOnline/onOffline event (on iOS 
there is). Luckily there’s a plugin named `cordova-network-information` 
that provides you with said functionality.

In the code you can see that we use the functions provided by the plugin if 
we’re in a cordova environment. If not (when working with ionic serve) we 
also hook to the events triggered on the window object.

If you want to know how that UI works: we set the state on a variable in the 
rootscope. That variable triggers a class (`is-online`, `is-offline`) on the 
body. Based upon that class we - via CSS - translate that “no internet 
connection” bar. 



Plugins used in “De allesweter”
• cordova-‐plugin-‐device – Get device info (UUID et al)
• cordova-‐plugin-‐statusbar – Style the statusbar
• cordova-‐plugin-‐splashscreen – Control the splash screen yourself
• cordova-‐plugin-‐google-‐analytics – Google Analytics Integration
• com.ionic.keyboard – Keyboard events
• us.cordova.gigya – Gigya Integration (VRT/Facebook Login)
• cordova-‐plugin-‐customurlscheme – Deeplink into app
• cordova-‐plugin-‐x-‐socialsharing – Share integration
• phonegap-‐plugin-‐push – Push Notifications
• cordova-‐plugin-‐inappbrowser – In app browser
• cordova-‐plugin-‐app-‐version – Get app info (build number et al)
• cordova-‐plugin-‐nativeaudio – Play sounds
• cordova-‐plugin-‐network-‐information – Get network info

Here’s a list of all the Cordova plugins we used in “De allesweter”. You might 
be interested in this ;-)



Easy there cowboy?!
cordova-‐plugin-‐nativeaudio

vs

Now, if you’ve had a really good look on that list you might have spotted 
`cordova-plugin-nativeaudio` in that list. What’s the use, I thought we were 
building apps using HTML, CSS, and JS? There’s this thing called the HTML5 
audio API right, why don’t we use that?

Well, hybrid apps have a few issues:
- Performance is not everything (with “De allesweter” we really pushed Ionic 

to its limits). If there’s a native way: use that.
- Sidenote: with Cordova 5 we might finally get the much faster 

WKWebView on iOS instead of UIWebView
- Audio (and video) in iOS webviews have no autoplay, they can only be 

triggered by means of a click



How can I access native functions? (redux)

http://ngcordova.com/

Also worth mentioning for accessing native functions is ngCordova. The 
project provides you a set of services that wrap around quite a lot of plugins: 
instead of directly calling the JS API of the plugin, you call the service they 
provide. Those services are mostly more easy to use, and most calls work 
with promises.



→ If you can read, you know Ionic

If you’re ready to dive in, there are a few more things I would like to share 
with you. They’re a few tips that will help you out. If you for example don’t 
know that you can distract a T-Rex with “just a flare”, Lex and her brother 
won’t make it out of Jurassic Park.



Cordova has Hooks
#!/bin/bash

# @ref https://www.bram.us/2015/09/29/ionic-emulate-vs-xcode-7/
XCODEVERSION=`xcodebuild -version | grep Xcode | sed 's/Xcode //g'`
XCODEMAINVERSION=`echo $XCODEVERSION | cut -d "." -f 1`
PROJECTNAME=`xmllint --format --xpath "//*[local-name()='widget']/*[local-name()='name'][1]/text()" config.xml`

if [[ "$CORDOVA_PLATFORMS" == "ios" ]]
then

if [[ "$XCODEMAINVERSION" > 6 ]]
then

echo "iPhone Simulator (XCode $XCODEVERSION): Adjusting $PROJECTNAME-Info.plist to allow Arbitrary Loads!"

PLISTBUDDY="/usr/libexec/PlistBuddy"
TARGET="platforms/ios/$PROJECTNAME/$PROJECTNAME-Info.plist"
HASSETTING=`$PLISTBUDDY -c "print :NSAppTransportSecurity:NSAllowsArbitraryLoads" "$TARGET" 2>&1`

if [[ "$HASSETTING" == "true" ]]
then

echo " - NSAllowsArbitraryLoads already enabled. Not adjusting $PROJECTNAME-Info.plist"
else

echo " - NSAllowsArbitraryLoads not enabled. Adjusting $PROJECTNAME-Info.plist"
$PLISTBUDDY -c "Add :NSAppTransportSecurity dict" "$TARGET"
$PLISTBUDDY -c "Add :NSAppTransportSecurity:NSAllowsArbitraryLoads bool YES" "$TARGET"

fi
fi

fi

(Apologies if this gave you a headache)

Cordova has several hooks, execute before and after various actions such as 
compile, build, prepare, run, emulate, etc. You can plug in JS (cross 
platform) or shell scripts (Unix/OS X only) to be executed.

Shown here is a hook that fixes a pesky XCode 7 issue: from XCode 7 on, 
apps running in the simulator are not allowed to make arbitrary loads, such 
as making XHR requests to any URL.

If you share your code with a designer or other developers you really don’t 
want to tell them that after having prepared the app they need to manually 
open the .xcodeproj file, then go to the settings, and then add a few values 
into the .plist file. No, you want to automate this. The hook above does 
exactly that: when the app is being emulated, and the target platform is iOS 
it will adjust the project .plist file to allow those arbitrary loads.

As you can see the hook smells like one giant hack, because it is: nothing 
guarantees me that this will still work by the next version but hey … it 
works.

And in case you’re wondering: no, this is not stuff that I know by heart; it did 
take me quite a few Google Search Coupons (with resulting visits to Stack 
Overflow) before I finally got to this script.
-



Using a preprocessor is still possible

→ Have your sources in src/, run grunt (which compiles it all to www/) and ionic	  serve in parallel

// copy
module.exports = function(grunt, options) {

return {
// Copy all non-compilable files from src/ to www/
// Exceptions: stylus & sass sources, coffeescript sources, self-written js files, jade sources, and psd files
build: {

cwd: 'src',
src: [

'**', // All files by default
'!css/*.styl', // Exclude .styl source files (processed separately)
'!js/**', // Exclude entire JS folder (processed separately)
'!*.jade','!templates/*.jade', '!templates/**/*.jade', // Exclude .jade temoplates (processed separately)
'!img/*.psd', // Exclude .psd files from the img folder

],
dest: 'www',
expand: true

}
}

}

If you thing you need to go back to plain HTML and plain JS and plain CSS 
with Ionic you’re wrong. You can actually still use your preprocessor of 
choice.

What you basically do is don’t develop in `www/`– which is what Ionic tells 
you to do – but develop in `src/` and let that compile to plain HTML/JS/CSS 
in the `www/` folder. At Small Town Heroes we use Grunt for this:
- We copy all files (except for JS/CSS/HTML- from the src/ folder to the 

www/ folder
- We compile the JS ourselves (Coffeescript + concat with bower resources + 

minify)
- We compile the CSS ourselves (Stylus + autoprefix + concat with bower 

resources + minify)
- We compile the HTML ourselves (Jade templates)

Do note that this means that you’ll have to run `grunt` in parallel with 
`ionic serve` whilst developing
- `grunt` (with watch set up) will automatically compile all changes from 

src/ into www/
- `ionic serve` will detect the change in `www/` and will livereload your 

browser



Parallel aye?!

→ Use tmux 
(https://gist.github.com/MohamedAlaa/2961058)

To easily run things in parallel I recommend tmux. It allows you to split your 
shell window into several panes.

Here you can see me running “De allesweter” locally:
- top left: redis (needed for the API/Backend)
- next to that: the backend/API running
- bottom left: grunt
- bottom right: ionic serve
- top right: free pane (now showing `git log`)



Reading logs from real devices

$ brew install libimobiledevice
$ idevicesyslog | grep allesweter $ adb logcat | grep 'I/chromium'

If you have your app running on real devices you can also read the 
console.log()s (if cordova-plugin-console is still bundled with your app) via 
either `idevicesyslog` or `adb logcat`. Grep that output to only see logs 
from your own app.



Continuous Integration: Circle CI

https://circleci.com/

Continuous Integration is also perfectly possible, but again be warned: it’s 
one big hack.

At Small Town Heroes we use Circle CI. Each time we push to the `master` 
branch the app gets built for both Android and iOS and is distributed to our 
beta testers. 

The `release` branch also gets build and automatically pushed to iTunes 
Connect so that can select that build from the list of builds for publishing 
(for Android we haven’t activated this as we can easily upload the APK in the 
Play Store).



Continuous Integration: how?

→ It’s one big hack (Combination of circle.yml, Makefile, bash scripts, build hooks, etc) but it works

# Inject settings for BUILD_ENV into config files
- BUILD_ENV=$(ENVIRONMENT) grunt string-replace:settings

# Compile src into www, with staging environment
- BUILD_ENV=staging grunt build

## Build Android
- BUILD=$CIRCLE_BUILD_NUM BUNDLE_ID="be.smalltownheroes.vrt.allesweter.$ENVIRONMENT" BUILD_ENV=$(ENVIRONMENT) make android
- ./scripts-ci/archive_apk.sh staging
- ./scripts-ci/distribute_apk.sh

# Build IOS
- BUILD=$CIRCLE_BUILD_NUM BUNDLE_ID="be.smalltownheroes.vrt.allesweter.$ENVIRONMENT" BUILD_ENV=$(ENVIRONMENT) make ios
- ./scripts-ci/archive_ipa.sh staging
- ./scripts-ci/distribute_ipa.sh staging

So it really a hack? Yes.

Here’s a snippet of our circle.yml file that gets executes on the Circle box. 
You can see that we string-replace our settings files to hold the correct 
settings, then let grunt build our project and then - stripped down - call 
“make android” and “make ios”. The extra scripts after each “make” 
instruction are for distributing our builds.

Also not that we dynamically set the bundle id (more on that later)



Continuous Integration: how?

→ It’s one big hack (Combination of circle.yml, Makefile, bash scripts, build hooks, etc) but it works

# Inject build number and bundle id into config.xml
APP_BUILD=$(BUILD) APP_ID=$(BUNDLE_ID) node scripts-ci/update_config_xml.js

# Install Ionic Platforms and Plugins
rm -rf platforms
rm -rf plugins
ionic platform add android

# Inject Crashlytics
./scripts-ci/crashlytics-android.sh

# Build it
ANDROID_NAME="$(DISPLAY_NAME)" ionic build android --device --release

Here’s a snippet of our makefile, for Android.

First we update our config.xml to hold the correct build number and bundle 
id. The build number is given to us by Circle itself. Then we restore ionic and 
finally let ionic build our app.



About BUILD_ENV
So why do we change that build_env dynamically? Here’s why: to allow 
multiple versions of our app on one device.

- The yellow one is the staging build. It’s the latest build of our master 
branch.

- The green one is the production or release build. It’s the latest build of our 
release branch.

- The one with the regular icon is the latest build that is in the App Store for 
sale. Normally this is the same build as the production/release build. 
However, as the App Review process at Apple can takes up 6 to 7 days 
(although we have noticed that it’s been 4.5 days for “De allesweter”) it can 
be the “previous” production/release build until the last one gets 
approved.



Continuous Integration: ionic.io

Note: ionic.io is the commercial part of Ionic.

$	  ionic	  package	  build	  ios

Do you need to start hacking yourself? You can, but you are not forced to.

The folks that have built Ionic Framework are also building a commercial 
counterpart to it named Ionic.io. One of the features they are about to 
provide is “ionic package”: it pushes your code to their build servers and 
they give you back built versions.

Other things they provide are push notifications for example.



Distributing beta builds using Fabric

https://www.fabric.io/

So how can you automatically publish your builds to your beta testers? At 
Small Town Heroes we use Fabric for this. You define your app, define the 
testers and voila … each time you push a new build to them, they (their app) 
will notify your testers.



Distributing beta builds using Fabric
As a tester you can install new versions straight from their website. Works 
like a charm.



Recommend Read: Gone Hybrid

http://gonehybrid.com/

To round things up I would like to recommend this website to you: it’s 
named Gone Hybrid and contains a few good reads to help you get started.



Thank you.
Jack Bauer thanks you.
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